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ods after transplantation. It is concluded that, in microneurovascular human skeletal muscle transfers, there is
a wide variation in the time required for reinnervation
of individual muscle fibers, and it may be that human
muscle fibers cannot be properly reinnervated after denervation has continued for a certain period such as 12
months. © 1998 Academic Press
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Backgrounds. Although a number of studies have
examined the morphology and function of experimentally transplanted muscles, immunohistochemical evaluation of clinically transplanted muscles has
not been reported. The purpose of this study was to
examine clinically transplanted muscles at long periods after transplantation with biochemical markers specific for satellite cell activation and muscle
regeneration.
Materials and Methods. Nine biopsies of muscles
transplanted to the paralyzed face were examined.
In five cases, the gracilis muscles were transplanted
about 1 year after cross face nerve grafting. The
other four cases underwent one-stage latissimus
dorsi (LD) muscle transplantation. Twelve to 162
months after transplantation, muscle biopsies were
harvested in nine cases. In eight cases, secondary
corrections of facial expression including debulking
of the grafted muscle were required, while another
muscle was transplanted in one case because of the
failed first operation. As control, six specimens of
normal LDs were examined as well. Monoclonal antibodies were employed to visualize myosin heavy
chain (MHC) isoforms (slow, fast, and embryonic)
and MyoD protein.
Results. Although one specimen exhibited only
small, atrophic fibers indicating failed reinnervation,
the remaining eight specimens showed regularly distributed fibers and type grouping indicating successful reinnervation. There was no statistically significant difference in fiber area and lesser diameter
between normal LDs and transplanted LDs. However,
even in these successfully reinnervated muscles, intermediate and small fibers expressing embryonic MHC
and small cells expressing MyoD were observed, suggesting that satellite cells were activated for repair of
the adjacent fibers.
Conclusions. Muscle adaptation (presumably to denervation), which is a regenerative change accompanied by
activation of satellite cells, was still seen even long peri-

INTRODUCTION

Although microneurovascular free muscle transplantation has been established as a surgical treatment for peripheral nerve palsies since the 1970s [1, 2],
the large deficits in contractile properties of the transplanted muscles still continue to be a problem. A number of factors affecting the function of transplanted
muscles such as muscle denervation followed by reinnervation [3, 4], tenotomy [5], and ischemia followed
by reperfusion injury [6 –9] have been experimentally
investigated. A number of modifications and refinements of the techniques including the choice of the
donor muscles or the recipient nerve have been reported [10 –14].
A number of studies have examined the morphology and function of experimentally transplanted
muscles. However, because of the difficulty of harvesting the clinically transplanted muscle biopsies,
there are only a few reports [15] showing the morphology of clinically transplanted muscles, and an immunohistochemical evaluation of clinically transplanted
muscles has never been reported. In the present study,
we examined nine biopsies of transplanted muscles
harvested at the time of the secondary operation. The
purpose of this study was to examine immunohistochemically the clinically transplanted muscles at long
periods after transplantation using biochemical markers specific for satellite cell activation and muscle regeneration.

1
The preliminary report of this study was presented at the 7th
Annual Meeting of the American Society for Peripheral Nerve, Williamsburg, Virginia, June 5–7, 1997.
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TABLE 1
Summarized Data of Muscle Transplantation Cases (T1–T8)

Case

Age
(years)

Sex

Operation

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9

26
49
54
38
41
55
47
53
52

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female

CFN
CFN
CFN
CFN
CFN
One-stage
One-stage
One-stage
One-stage

Donor

Postoperative
time at harvest
(months)

Muscle
contraction

Evoked
potential

Voluntary
action potential

Gracilis
Gracilis
Gracilis
Gracilis
Gracilis
LD
LD
LD
LD

12
30
162
24
27
18
25
12
17

11
111
111
111
2
111
111
111
111

2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Note. CFN, two-stage muscle transplantation following cross facial nerve grafting; one-stage, one-stage muscle transplantation using
contralateral facial nerve as a recipient motor source. Clinical muscle contraction was classified from 111 (too strong) to 2 (poor): 111 (too
strong), 11 (strong), 1 (fair), and 2 (poor).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Biopsies of transplanted muscles. Nine biopsies of muscles transplanted to the paralyzed face were analyzed in this study: five gracilis muscles and four latissimus dorsi muscles. The data of the nine
facial palsy cases (T1–T9) are summarized in Table 1. In cases T1 to
T5, the gracilis muscles were transplanted about 1 year after cross
face nerve grafting [11]. The other four cases underwent one-stage
latissimus dorsi (LD) muscle transplantation using the contralateral
facial nerve as a recipient motor source. Twelve to 162 months
(mean, 36.3 months) after transplantation, muscle biopsies were
harvested at the time of secondary operation. The secondary corrections of facial expression including debulking of the grafted muscle
were required in eight cases (T1–T4, T6 –T9) with strong or too
strong muscle contraction clinically observed, while another muscle
was transplanted in one case (T5) because of the failed reanimation.
In seven cases, evoked potential and voluntary action potential were
clearly recorded, while neither of them were detected in cases T1 and
T5. Our evaluation method of EMG was described previously [13]. As
controls, six specimens of normal LD muscles (N1–N6) were examined as well. Each muscle specimen was embedded in O.C.T. compound by freezing in isopentene cooled with liquid nitrogen. Tenmicrometer-thick frozen sections were stained with hematoxylin and
eosin (HE) for fiber morphometry.
Immunocytochemistry. Three types of monoclonal antibodies specific for myosin heavy chains (MHCs) were utilized in this study:
NCL-MHCf, NCL-MHCs (Novocastra Laboratories, UK), and F1.652
(Developmental Studies Hybrydoma Bank, IO). NCL-MHCf and
NCL-MHCs, respectively, were raised in mice against native myosin
from rabbit psoas and soleus muscles [17]. NCL-MHCf reacts with
fast MHC (both MHC2a and MHC2b) and, possibly, also with fetal
(neonatal) MHCs [18]. NCL-MHCs are specific for slow MHC. The
specificity of these antibodies has been described previously [17, 18].
F1.652 is derived from hybrydomas prepared from mice immunized
with human MHC from human leg muscle at the 15th week of
gestation, and reacts with embryonic and fetal (neonatal) MHCs. The
preparation of F1.652 and demonstration of its specificity have been
outlined previously [19, 20]. In this paper, the fibers positive for
F1.652 are referred to as expressing the embryonic MHC, which
means both embryonic and fetal (neonatal) MHCs. Additionally,
MyoD protein antibody [21] (Novocastra Laboratories) was utilized
in this study. The procedures of immunocytochemical staining were
performed as previously described [22].
Fiber morphometry. The fiber sizes of all transplanted muscles
and normal latissimus dorsi muscles were measured. Five fields of
each HE-stained section were selected at random under an optical
microscope at a magnification of 403. Each field included 150 to 350
muscle fibers. Fiber area (mm2) and lesser diameter (mm) were mea-

sured following binarization of the images with the image analyser
LUZEX-FS (Nireco, Tokyo).
Presentation of data and statistical analysis. Results of fiber morphometry are expressed as the means 6 standard errors of the mean
(SEM) of each sample. The averaged values of each sample were compared using the Student t test between normal LD and transplanted
muscles. Differences were considered significant for P values , 0.05.

RESULTS

HE staining. The representative HE stainings of
normal LDs (N1–N6) and transplanted muscles (T1–T9)
are illustrated in Fig. 1. One specimen (T5) exhibited only
small, atrophic fibers indicating failed reinnervation. The
remaining eight specimens showed regularly distributed
large fibers packed into bundles with minimal fibrous
tissue accumulation, suggesting successful revascularization and reinnervation. Smaller and round fibers,
however, were occasionally seen, frequently in groups.
Fiber morphometry. The data of area (mm2) and
lesser diameter (mm) of all specimens (N1–N6, T1–T8)
are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2. Some transplanted
samples exhibited fibers as large as those of normal
samples and there was no statistically significant difference in area and lesser diameter between the transplanted LDs (T6 –T9) and normal LDs (N1–N6). Case
T5 showed no muscle movement and failed reinnervation, resulting in small fiber size.
Immunohistochemical staining for fast and slow
MHCs. Fiber type grouping and regularly distributed fibers were seen in all cases except for case T5,
suggesting successful revascularization and reinnervation (Fig. 3). Normal LD muscles showed predominantly fast composition, while transplanted LD
muscles, cases T6, T7, T8, and T9, showed slower
composition. The analysis of fast and slow MHC composition suggested that there were some fibers expressing both fast and slow MHCs in transplanted
muscles.
Immunohistochemical staining for embryonic
MHC. Muscle fibers positive for embryonic MHC
were seen in all transplanted muscle samples, while
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FIG. 1. Hematoxylin and eosin stainings of frozen sections of normal LDs (N1, N2) and transplanted muscles (T3, T5, T6, T7). T5 shows small
fibers with accumulated fibrous tissues, suggesting failed reinnervation, probably because of failed revascularization. The others (T3, T6, T7)
showed regularly distributed fibers packed into bundles with minimal perimisium, suggesting successful reinnervation. Scale bar, 100 mm.

they were rarely detected in normal LD muscles (Fig.
4). Additionally, small cells expressing embryonic
MHC, suggesting activated satellite cells, were seen in
all transplanted samples. In case T6, a muscle spindle,
the intrafusal fibers of which were positive for embryonic MHC, was identified.
Immunohistochemical staining for MyoD protein.
Nuclei expressing MyoD protein were also occasionally seen in all transplanted muscle samples, but

were scarcely seen in normal LD samples. They were
assumed to be the nuclei of newly activated satellite
cells (Fig. 5).
DISCUSSION

Muscle and Nerve Regeneration in Human
Based on experimental results, it had been thought
that, with time, reinnervated muscles would finally
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FIG. 2. Averaged fiber area and lesser diameter of normal LDs
(N1–N6) and transplanted muscles (T1–T8). T5 is a case of failed
reinnervation, probably due to failed revascularization. There is no
statistically significant difference in fiber area and lesser diameter
between normal LDs and transplanted muscles.

become composed only of reinnervated fibers after
nerve repair. It is now known that regeneration of
muscle and nerve is several times faster in small animals than in human [23]. Although a number of studies have investigated the morphology and function of
experimentally transplanted muscles, differences in
the time courses of regeneration between experimental
animals and human should always be taken into account when extrapolating such experimental results on
restoration of muscle and nerve to the clinical situation. The results of the present study suggest that
muscle adaptation is still in progress in clinically
transplanted even long periods after transplantation,
while the vast majority of muscle fibers are stabilized.
Expression of the Markers for Muscle Regeneration
and Satellite Cell Activation
Expressions of embryonic MHC and MyoD were investigated in the present study as markers for muscle
regeneration and satellite cell activation. The different
fiber types contain different isoforms of MHC which
are primarily responsible for the distinct intrinsic
properties of muscle fibers, such as the contraction
speed [24, 25]. MHC expression is developmentally
regulated, and four major MHCs are found in developing and adult skeletal muscles: these are the embryonic and neonatal (fetal) isoforms in developing muscles, and the slow and fast isoforms in adult muscles
[26, 27]. Embryonic MHC was found to be expressed in
the regenerating process [28] as well as in early muscle
development. After activated satellite cells have proliferated, some of them remain as precursor cells for
another proliferation in the future and the others begin
to differentiate and express embryonic MHC. Embryonic MHC expression is always accompanied by satellite cells activation which can be seen in any kind of
muscle adaptation. Indeed, not only after ischemic necrosis but also following denervation or tenotomy, embryonic MHC was expressed, although the amount of

expression was much less after denervation than after
ischemic necrosis [29].
MyoD is one of the basic helix-loop-helix muscle regulatory factors which regulate skeletal muscle determination and differentiation and can induce nonmyogenic cells to undergo myogenic cell differentiation
[21]. MyoD expression was observed in activated satellite cells and lost after they fused into myotubes [30].
The MyoD-positive cells seen in this study were assumed to be newly activated satellite cells, which were
not seen in normal adult muscles in which the satellite
cells were fully quiescent.
In the present study, in all successfully reinnervated
cases, embryonic MHC was expressed in some transplanted muscle fibers, and activated satellite cells expressing embryonic MHC or MyoD were detected.
These findings suggest that, unlike normal muscles, all
fibers of transplanted human muscles are not stabilized but continue to undergo muscle adaptation even
more than 10 years after transplantation.
Muscle Adaptation Seen in Transplanted Muscles
Although the reason for the muscle adaptation seen
in clinically transplanted muscles is not clearly understood, denervation is most likely to be associated with
this adaptation. It seemed likely that transplanted
muscles which were reinnervated successfully would
be stabilized after a long time had elapsed. However,
the results of the present study suggest that even more
than 10 years after transplantation some fibers of clinically transplanted muscles remain denervated, and in
most cases the denervated-like fibers were distributed
in groups.
It is suggested that there is a wide variation in the
time required for reinnervation of individual muscle
fibers, and that human fibers which are kept denerTABLE 2
The Data of Fiber Morphometry of All Normal LDs
(N1–N6) and Transplanted Muscles (T1–T8)

N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9

Number of
fibers measured

Area (mm2)

Lesser diameter
(mm)

733
815
1238
1146
1184
1212
1825
1049
830
783
1930
815
1432
1193
1266

3225 6 62
2510 6 61
1641 6 26
1615 6 26
1588 6 27
1855 6 30
924 6 17
1720 6 44
1940 6 44
2438 6 63
397 6 8
2509 6 61
1352 6 27
1663 6 28
944 6 26

52.1 6 0.5
42.9 6 0.6
37.1 6 0.4
38.2 6 0.3
37.1 6 0.3
39.6 6 0.3
25.9 6 0.3
38.2 6 0.5
40.1 6 0.5
42.5 6 0.7
18.2 6 0.2
42.9 6 0.6
33.3 6 0.4
35.9 6 0.4
27.4 6 0.3

Note. Fiber area (mm2) and lesser diameter (mm) were expressed as
the means 6 SEM.
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FIG. 3. Immunohistochemical stainings for slow MHC of frozen sections of normal LD (N1) and transplanted muscles (T5, T2, T4, T6,
T8). Type grouping and increment of slow fibers are observed in transplanted muscles. Scale bar, 100 mm.

vated for more than a certain period may lose the
ability to become reinnervated. The poor functional
recovery after long-term denervation may be derived
from atrophied fibers lacking viable satellite cells. Alternatively, it may be due to the deteriorated intramuscular nerve sheaths through which nerve axons
would otherwise regenerate [31]. Another possibility is
that the recovery is affected by the severing of intramuscular nerve sheaths during surgery. In our series
of cases, donor muscles were transected and trimmed

before transplantation, and partial muscle transplantation is commonly used for facial reanimation. The
authors always confirmed that the trimmed donor
muscle contracts properly by electrically stimulating
the innervating nerve prior to the elevation of the
muscle. However, since it is impossible to ensure all
muscle fibers are contracting, the intramuscular nerve
sheath to some fibers may have been severed by trimming the donor muscle.
Whereas the reasons for the muscle adaptation and
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FIG. 5. Immunohistochemical stainings for MyoD protein of frozen sections of normal LD (N1) and transplanted muscles (T1, T2, T4, T6,
T7). In all cases of successful reinnervation, nuclei positive for MyoD are seen (arrows). Scale bar, 100 mm.

possible partial denervation remain to be elucidated, they
are thought to partly contribute to the large deficits in the
contractile properties of human transplanted muscles.
The difficulty in completely reinnervating transplanted
muscles may be specific for human because of the very
slow regeneration of muscle and nerve.

CONCLUSION

Muscle adaptation (probably to denervation), which
is a regenerative change accompanied by the activation
of satellite cells, is still seen even long after the transplantation. In clinically transplanted muscles, some

FIG. 4. Immunohistochemical stainings for embryonic MHC of frozen sections of normal LD (N1) and transplanted muscles (T5, T1, T2,
T4, T6, T8, T9). T5, a case of failed reinnervation, showed small fibers expressing embryonic MHC. In all cases of successful reinnervation,
fibers positive for embryonic MHC are seen. Small cells (arrows) intensely positive for embryonic MHC are detected as well as large cells,
the staining of which varies from faint to intense. Positive intrafusal fibers are also detected in T6 (arrowhead).
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fibers appeared to remain denervated even 2–14 years
after transplantation. It is concluded that, in microneurovascular human muscle transfers, there is a wide
variation in the time required to obtain reinnervation
for individual muscle fibers, and it may be that human
muscle fibers cannot be properly reinnervated after
denervation has continued for a certain period such as
12 months.
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